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Advances in Disturbance/Uncertainty Estimation and Attenuation

There is even increasing desire on achieving high precision control for new generations of mechatronics and robotics, electrical machines and drives, power electronics, energy conversion, aerospace and automotive systems. However disturbances and uncertainties caused by the changes of physical systems of concern or their operational environment are widely present. As is well known, there are a number of conflicts/constraints in control system design (e.g. tracking vs disturbance rejection, and the nominal performance vs. robustness). Disturbance observer and related techniques provide a flexible framework in dealing with these challenges since 1983. In this group of techniques, an observer or alike is designed to estimate unknown external disturbance and (or) the influence of unmodelled dynamics/uncertainties. By the appropriate use of the outcome of the observer, disturbance rejection and robustness of an existing control system could be significantly improved. As such, disturbance and uncertainty estimation techniques play the core role in this kind of control algorithms. These control schemes are able to not only explicitly exploit the modelling information in control system design as many other control design methods, but also cope with unknown disturbances, unmodelled dynamics and various variations/uncertainties without sacrificing the nominal performance.

The main objective of this Special Section on “Advances in Disturbance/Uncertainty Estimation and Attenuation” is to bring the ideas of the worldwide research community working on various disturbance/uncertainty estimation and rejection methods in different engineering sectors into common platform, and to present the latest advances and developments in design methods for disturbance/uncertainty estimation, design methods for disturbance/uncertainty attenuation, stability and performance analysis, practical implementation, and various case studies of the applications of these techniques.

Twenty one papers were eventually selected from a large amount of submissions through a strict peer-reviewed procedure, which can represent the most recent progress in disturbance/uncertainty estimation and attenuation, and their applications. Despite of different focuses, almost all papers cover both theoretic developments and applications. Actually most of the papers verify the design and analysis through experimental tests. All the main design methods in the disturbance/uncertainty estimation and attenuation have been covered by the selected papers. From the application point of view, the selected contributions cover power electronics (e.g. DC-DC converts), motor and drive systems (e.g. linear reluctance motors, rotary actuators), magnetic levitation systems, photovoltaic generators, haptics for medical training or surgery, robotic exoskeleton/manipulators, chemical reectors, various aerospace vehicles, and gasoline engines. These applications spread in a quite broad range of industrial sectors including electrical, mechanical, automotive and aerospace engineering, energy, transport and health care.

Due to the diversity of applications and methodologies used in the selected papers, it is not easy to group them. To make them easy for readers’ reference, the selected contributions are grouped in terms of methodologies used in the development and (or) applications. Brief summaries of the selected papers are give as follows.

A. Disturbance observer based technique

Not surprisingly, as disturbance observer based control is the widely used method, this is the largest group of the selected contributions. There are two subgroups in this category: classic frequency domain design methods and time domain (state space) design methods.

There are four papers devoted to classic frequency domain disturbance observer design. In reference [1], authored by Li et al., the problem of robotic exoskeleton control is considered based on disturbance estimation technique with the aim to removing built-in torque sensing units. To this end, fuzzy approximation and disturbance observers are utilized to estimate and compensate the disturbance torques caused by viscous friction, gravity, payloads and unknown input saturation. Then extensive experiments are conducted on the upper limb exoskeleton to illustrate the performance.

The paper [2], authored by Sitbon et al., applies the frequency-domain disturbance observer technique to the regulation problem of terminal voltage of photovoltaic generators. Experimental results show that incorporating a disturbance observer into the nominal controller can achieve satisfactory control performance for the whole operation range, even though the nominal controller is only designed and valid for a single nominal operating point. While, reference [3], authored by Nagatsu and Katsura, applies the disturbance observer technique to motion reproduction, where environmental variances between the motion saving and reproduction phases are treated as disturbances. Experiment results show that the resulted two degree of freedom control system can achieve higher control precision in comparison with traditional one degree of freedom control approach.

The work [4], authored by Onoyama and Katsura, shows a mixed reproduction of physical human operation and data-based motions, where two indices for human interaction under automatic reproduction of the saved motion were introduced including human operantality and data-based motion reproducbility. These two indices are stabilized based on the frequency filtering developed in the paper, where the effectiveness is confirmed by experimental results in comparison with the conventional methods.
Three selected papers are devoted to disturbance observer based control using state space approaches. The work [5], authored by Yang, et al., addresses the prediction accuracy enhancement problem using continuous-time model predictive control and a disturbance observer. The disturbance estimate is introduced in the output prediction, which leads to the desired offset-free tracking performance. Compared with the existing approaches, the proposed approach requires smaller computational burden and results in nominal performance recovery property. Experimental results of a DC-DC buck converter system validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

The paper [6], authored by Ginoya et al., proposes a delta operator based discrete-time disturbance observer for a class of uncertain systems, which can not only estimate the disturbances but also their derivatives. Own to the use of the delta operator, the proposed design technique unifies the design of continuous-time and discrete-time time disturbance observers. The proposed disturbance observer design technique is applied to deal with mismatched disturbance rejection in conjunction with a discrete-time sliding mode controller with the experimental validation on a 2-DOF serial flexible joint manipulator.

The work [7], authored by Ding, deal with consensus disturbance rejection of network-connected dynamic systems using disturbance observers with the application in swarm of unmanned aircraft systems. It extends the existing disturbance observer based control to a group of multiple dynamic systems. Different from the existing approaches, only the relative state information is used in disturbance rejection, and a fully distributed disturbance rejection control architecture is presented.

B. Active Disturbance Rejection Control (ADRC)

Reference [8], authored by Zhao et al., considers the disturbance rejection for position control of a magnetic rodless cylinder in servo systems without pressure states. Extended State Observer (ESO) is used to estimate the nonlinearity, while a tracking differentiator is used to reduce its overshoot. Experimental results validate that the active disturbance rejection control (ADRC) strategy can result in a smaller steady-state control error.

The reference [9], authored by Xue et al., proposes an adaptive ESO (AEO) where the gain of ESO can be automatically tuned such that the estimation errors of both states and “total disturbances” is further reduced. The proposed control strategy is applied to air-fuel ratio control of a gasoline engine which has significant nonlinear uncertainties due to the unknown speed change and fuel film dynamics. Experimental results demonstrate the high control precision despite the uncertainties and sensor noises.

Falling into the context of ADRC, an AEO is proposed for nonlinear system with disturbances in [10], authored by Pu et al. The AEO is designed as a linear time-varying form which can combine the theoretical completeness of linear ESO with practical performance of nonlinear ESO. Differential algebraic spectral theory is used to assign the time-varying PD-eigenvalues of AEO error dynamics. Both stability is established and estimation error bound of the AEO is estimated in the presence of unknown disturbances. Simulation results on both numerical and practical examples are given to compare the performance of different types of ESO.

C. Unknown Input Observers (UIO)/Uncertainty and Disturbance Estimators (UDE)

Motivated by the potential applications of disturbance decoupling observer design in fault diagnosis and unknown input estimation, the work [11], authored by Ichalal and Mammar, considers the design of Unknown Input Observer (UIO) for Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) systems. In comparison with the classical UIO for linear time invariant system, the contribution is twofold. First, it considers a more generic type of system (i.e., LPV) where the classic approaches may fail. Secondly, it generalizes the observer design to system with arbitrary relative degree where the classical rank conditions are no longer satisfied.

Reference [12] considers the robust control of a class of non-affine nonlinear system using Uncertainty and Disturbance Estimator (UDE), where no “inverse operator” construction is needed and consequently the control singularity problem can be avoided. In the proposed UDE based control, the assumption on the uncertainty and disturbance term is also relaxed and only its bandwidth information is required. Both simulation studies and experimental validation on a servo system with non-affine uncertainties are carried out to demonstrate its properties.

D. Sliding mode observers and high gain observers

The work [13], authored by Tian et al., investigates the problem of finite time tracking control of Reusable Launch Vehicle in the presence of mismatched disturbances. An adaptive multi-variable sliding mode disturbance observer is proposed to estimate the disturbances, based on which a continuous multivariate homogeneity second order sliding mode controller is designed to achieve attitude tracking in finite time. The properties of the resulted compound controller (e.g. finite time convergence, nominal performance recovery) is verified through simulation.

The work [14], authored by Ding et al., considers the second-order sliding mode control design for nonlinear systems with uncertainties bounded by positive functions. Two different second-order control algorithms are proposed including a discontinuous one and a quasi-continuous one. The discontinuous one is built based on Lyapunov method and, as a result, the global finite-time Lyapunov stability is established using the modified adding a power integrator technique. The quasi-continuous one is further developed such that the chattering phenomenon can be attenuated.

The work [15], authored by Shi et al., presents a new descriptor sliding mode observer using quantized measurements for a class of Markovian jump systems in the presence of actuator faults. A discontinuous input is synthesized to reject actuator faults by an off-line static compensation of quantization effects. The asymptotical estimation of both states and quantization errors can be achieved by the proposed
observer. Case study on an F-404 aircraft engine system is provided to show its effectiveness.

The reference [16], authored by Jiang et al., considers the decentralized fault tolerant control design for near space vehicle attitude dynamics. A multi-observer based local fault identification algorithm (including fault detection observer, fault parameters identification observers, and associated decision making mechanism) is proposed to identify actuator faults. A global adaptive sliding mode observer technique is used to design the command filter backstepping fault tolerant controller. Case study on a near space vehicle shows that the proposed fault tolerant control scheme can accommodate actuator faults, control surface damages, uncertainties and disturbances simultaneously.

Motivated by sensorless control in automotive applications, the paper [17] proposes a two-stage observer structure to cope with uncertainties and external disturbance. It combines a high gain observer with a sliding mode observer by exploiting the strengths of each of them. It has shown that the high gain observer can effectively estimate and compensate the influence of the uncertainties in the electromagnetic valve actuators and unmeasurable disturbances from burning phase of the engine and external torque while the sliding mode observer improves the estimation by achieving zero estimation error in a finite time. Laboratory experimental tests demonstrate the proposal scheme performs favorably over the existing Kalman filtering based method.

E. Practical/emerging estimation techniques

For a specific class of systems or for a specific application, a tailored design method for disturbance and uncertainties estimation/attenuation could be developed. In real applications, a single friction model is usually insufficient to describe friction behaviour due to large uncertainties, the work [18], authored by Ruderman and Iwasaki, proposes a new nonlinear friction observer to achieve an accurate friction estimation without the use of a specific dynamic friction model. The proposed friction observer is then applied to a rotary actuator system, and experimental results show that precise positioning can be achieved by incorporating the friction observer.

Considering the fact that unknown measurement delays usually degrade system performance under output feedback control, the work [19], authored by Z. Gao, develops an approach to attenuate their adverse effect for discrete-time Lipschitz nonlinear systems by estimating and compensating them through an augmented observer. The constant piecewise disturbance decoupling problem is also considered, which can also reduce the adverse effect of disturbance in conjunction with measurement delays.

In reference [20], authored by Yu et al., adaptive fuzzy output feedback control is considered for a class of strict-feedback systems with parametric uncertainties and unmeasured states using the observer and command filter. Fuzzy logic systems are used to approximate the unknown and nonlinear functions and fuzzy state observer is to estimate the unmeasurable states. On this basis, command filtered backstepping control is designed to avoid the explosion of complexity in the backstepping design, and then compensating signals are introduced to remove the effect of the errors caused by command filters.

The work [21], authored by Zhang et al., considers an exponentially tracking control problem for a magnetic leviation system with unidirectional input constraint in the presence of parameter uncertainties and external disturbances. Input transformation and augmented dynamics are adopted to generate a virtual control input so as to remove the unidirectional constraint. Auxiliary filters are developed to estimate disturbances. Both numerical simulation and experimental tests on a magnetic levitation system are carried out to validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

Our overview of the selected twenty one papers in Special Section on “Advances in Disturbance/Uncertainty Estimation and Attenuation” has been completed. The Guest Editors expect that this Special Section will improve the awareness of the research and industrial community about this group of methods, and promote the further research and applications in this area, particularly cross fertilisation of different strategies in this area and with other related well established methods. We believe that with all the combined effort, significant advances will be made in both theoretic developments and applications, and disturbance/undertabty estimation and attenuation technique will become one of powerful tools available for engineers in dealing with disturbance and uncertainties to fulfil increased performance requirements in motion control and other areas.
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